2019-2020

6th Grade Visual Arts Syllabus

Instructor: Mrs. Berg

aubrey.berg@bartow.k12.ga.us
(770) 606-5865

Course Description

Grading policy
40% Formative/Minor
60% Summative/Major
Grade scale:
A=90-100; B=80-89; C=70-79; F=below 70

The middle school art curriculum is designed to build opportunities
for student growth through exploring visual media in their own art
production as well as inquiry into art history and the cultural contexts
of art. The standards guide development of creative thinking, artistic
technical skills, and critical analysis.

Assessment

Units of study

Project-based assignments will be assessed
using a rubric based on demonstration of
understanding of standards/skills, creativity,
control of media, effort, and craftsmanship.
Students are expected to keep a folder/
sketchbook consisting of daily work, warm-ups,
artwork planning, and text work from class.
Class participation will be assessed based on
teacher observation and school behavior
policies.

Recommended Reading
School Arts magazine
Scholastic Art magazine

✦

Why do we make art?

✦

The language of color

✦

Balancing the elements

✦

Ceramics

✦

Textiles

✦

Portraiture

✦

Linear Perspective

✦

Kinetic Art

✦

Demonstrating the Elements of Art

Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain by Betty Edwards

Each unit will include a culminating artwork.

6th Grade Visual Arts Georgia Standards of Excellence
CREATING
VA6.CR.1 Visualize and generate ideas for creating works of art.
VA6.CR.2 Choose from a range of materials and/or methods of traditional and contemporary artistic practices to plan and create works of art.
VA6.CR.3 Engage in an array of processes, media, techniques, and/or technology through experimentation, practice, and persistence.
VA6.CR.4 Incorporate formal and informal components to create works of art.
VA6.CR.5 Reflect on, revise, and refine works of art considering relevant traditional and contemporary practices as well as artistic ideation.
VA6.CR.6 Keep an ongoing visual and verbal record to explore and develop works of art.
PRESENTING
VA6.PR.1 Plan, prepare, and present completed works of art.
RESPONDING
VA6.RE.1 Reflect on the context of personal works of art in relation to community, culture, and the world.
VA6.RE.2 Critique personal works of art and the artwork of others, individually and collaboratively, using a variety of approaches.
VA6.RE.3 Engage in the process of art criticism to make meaning and increase visual literacy.
CONNECTING
VA6.CN.1 Develop personal artistic voice through connecting uses of art within a variety of cultural, historical, and contemporary contexts.
VA6.CN.2 Develop life skills through the study and production of art.
VA6.CN.3 Utilize a variety of resources to understand how artistic learning extends beyond the walls of the classroom.

Scan this QR code to
follow our art class on
Instagram!

Join Remind for
updates!

RTMS_ART

Classroom Expectations

Students are expected to demonstrate GOLD characteristics in the art room.
🔸Give Respect; Get Respect 🔸Lead by Example 🔸Own Your Actions 🔸Determine Your
Success
Students can demonstrate these qualities by being respectful of time, materials, and each
other.
Students can also demonstrate GOLD by engaging in classroom activities and performing to
the best of their abilities on given assignments and completing them by the given deadline.
*If a student must be absent, all assignments can be found on Schoology. Students needing
extra access/time to the art room may arrange to attend open studio hours listed below.

Open Studio / Office Hours
Monday and Thursday
7:30-8:15
Conference Availability
10:10-10:50 or 1:00-1:30
by appointment

